This paper describes a novel and simple comparison method for variable bit rate (VBR) video sources accord-.
INTRODUCTION
In asynchronous tranfer mode (ATM), every time a source requests a connection, the network performs call admis.-sion. The source negotiates with the network for a connection at a certain quality of service (QoS). The source requesting the connection has to share ATM channels with other sources already connected. The network estimates the amount of bandwidth the new connection will consume to decide whether granting this new connection will degrade the service of already connected sources to the point of violating their respective negotiated &OS. This process is referred to as dimensioning a single VBR video source.
The standard specified by the User Network Interface (UNI) [I, 21 envisioned call admission being performed with a set of source parameters, mean, burst (peak rate or (peak rate)/mean), burst duration and others which may be defined by application. However, multiple VBR sources can share common values for parameters such as mean, p , or peak rate and yet have very different delay behavior. The fault lies in the fact that traditional statistical parameters are poor a t revealing information related to delay.
Previous works with VBR sources include an approach where "equivalent" capacity, a function of its long term rate, is used to predict their congestive behavior [ 3 ] . Alternatively, dynamic bandwidth allocation was proposed by [ 5 ] , where the allocation is performed with a TPM whose states are multiples of the VBR source's standard deviation, a.
While delay is a function of network traffic, the reference to delay in this paper is limited to a single source entering one buffer with a constant output rate. This limited perspective is acceptable for the purpose of dimensioning a To compute cy for a VBR source, let us examine the actual occurrence of delay. Fig. l(a) shows a segment of a VBR source trace in time. The horizontal line cutting through the VBR trace represents the buffer output rate, thr, for ,a buffer of infinite size. This is the very same buffer that we will use to measure the delay behavior of this VBR source. It is reasonable to assume that VBR sources with greater buffer occupancy will consume more bandwidth inside the network iE placed there unbuffered. Assume that t h y has been set to the rate negotiated during call admission. Fig. l(b) shows the delay respective to the VBR source in Fig. ] (a).
In Fig. l(b 
Eqns. (1,2) and the matrix P provide a wealth of information. For example, given that the VBR sequence is N frames long, statistically it may be assumed that there are N7r2 frames transmitted at rate r , . Furthermore of those Nn, frames, there are transitions from transmission rate 7 % to r,.
Let us now focus on those elements in the TPM that correspond to the three regions of delay. For a 5x5 TPM with a given buffer output rate thr, where 1-3 < thr < r d , the three regions correspond to the elements in P shown in Fig. 2 , where b t , J , and c~,~ are the elements in P which correspond to the regions marked by points A , B , and C respectively in Fig. I @ ) . The diagonal elements pt,* marked "x" are excluded because they play a role in calculating the average holding time in Eqn. (4). Including those diagonal elements pz,t in matrix D would introduce redundancies. Denote the version of P in Fig. 2 with the elements "x" and "%" being zero as D. The 
is the mean number of times state m will be entered in an infinite number of transitions from state f [7] . P' is the result of eliminating the rows and columns in P corresponding to recurrent states, i.e., those with non-zero equilibrium state probability. Finally, the correction factor from asymptotic mean occupancies equals, We now propose our new parameter, a , which represents the average excess delay per frame. E + correc N As shown, cy equals the net delay added to the correction factor normalized by N, the total number of frames. Note that when using CY to compare two VBR sources, their respective TPMs do not have to be of the same dimension nor use the same transmission rates r-= [ ri rz . . . r k 3.
(79 a =
E X P E R I M E N T A L R E S U L T S We envision an alternative QoS negotiation being performedl
with TPM rather than those parameters specified in [l, 21. In this experiment we demonstrate that a s both from model and simulation possess a greater discriminating ability over other parameters such as p , p + U , and peak rate. These five parameters are assigned to discriminate two hundred different test VBR simulations according to their 99% delay threshold. The 99% delay threshold is a good way of quantifying the delay behavior for a single source. This means if the test VBR sources to be compared are placed into their individual buffers with output rates uniformly set to t h r , then the 99% delay threshold states that 99% percent of the time the content of the buffer will be less than this threshold. In other words, if delay curves similar to Fig. l(b The test VBR simulations are generated from Markov modulated poisson process (MMPP) models. First, we generate a VBR MPEG video sequence a t 0.5 Mbps and then quantize the resulting rates/frame to five levels. These five quantization levels are chosen to represent the transmission rates of the MPEG video. To better match the characteristics of the MPEG video, we choose the quantized rates with an algorithm akin to the Lloyd-Max algorithm used in optimal quantization. The quantization levels are selected to minimize the mean squared error (MSE) between the quantized and the original MPEG transmission rate values. These quantization levels now serve as the states of the MMPP model. MMPP are coupled to one T P M and used to generate one test VBR simulation. The model a are calculated from this TPM. This process is repeated with two hundred different TPMs and the end result is our two hundred test VBR simulations. Each TPM is a 5x5 matrix whose individual entry values range from 0 to l with stepsize 0.1, i.e. 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . . Each test VBR simulation contains 20000 frames (about 11 min). Their long-term mean, p , varies between 2.0 and 7.0 cells/frame. Comparison between dimensioning using CY vs.
The 99% delay threshold for each test VBR simulation a t buKer output rate of thr = 7.0 cells/frame is then recorded. These recorded values serve as the control in our experiment. The main purpose of this experiment) is to see if the correlation between cy (from both the model and the simulation) and the 99% delay threshold for a given set of test VBR simulations is stronger than that of the other three pa:rameters (p, p + cr, peak). A single test VBR simulation 8, whose parameter values are listed in Tab. 1, is picked to serve as che cutoff for the whole set of test VBR simulations.
Each point in Fig. 3 corresponds to one VBR simulation 20000 frames long. These test VBR simulations are first separated along th'eir cy value in Fig. 3(a) . Points marked by l'." correspond to VBR simulations whose cy value is lower than that of our cutoff, 8. Those marked by U*" correspond to VBR simulations that are greater. Using the same markings, the 99% delay threshold corresponding to each test VBR simulation is plotted in Fig. 3(b) . The horizontal line match the parameter values for 8 listed in Tab 1.
Ideally, the right side plots should have all the I'." points lying below the horizontal lines and the U*" points above the same lime. This would validate that the dimensioning is accurate. The points circled represent the worst dimensioning error.
The a values in Fig. 3(a) Figure 4 : Comparison between dimensioning using U plus p vs. the delay behavior actually measured on a 99% threshold.
Observe the right-hand plot of Fig. 3 , notice the "." points lying above the 110 cutoff and the U*" points lying below. These points are dimensioning errors and the absolute difference between these error points and the 110 cutoff are tabulated in Tab. 2. The first row lists the number of dimensioning errors followed by the maximum dimensioning error in the second row. The last row lists the average error. Notice that our proposed cy has by far the lowest average and maximum error. Both our model and simulation as, while not free of errors, show a performance improvement over the other three parameters. The parameter p + U is closest in performance to our CY and its result is shown in Fig. (4 
C O N C L U S I O N
In this paper, we introduce the notion of average excess rate/frame, CY and demonstrate its improvement over other parameters traditionally used in dimensioning VBR sources. The proposed algorithm makes use of strategic elements of transition probability matrices that reflect excess rate/frame. The work presented in this paper can be extended to multiple buffers and eventually incorporated with the multiple leaky bucket method presented in [8] .
